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Quality of different in-clinic test systems for feline
immunodeficiency virus and feline leukaemia
virus infection
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Many new diagnostic in-house tests for identification of feline
immunodeficiency virus (FIV) and feline leukaemia virus (FeLV) infection have
been licensed for use in veterinary practice, and the question of the relative
merits of these kits has prompted comparative studies. This study was designed
to define the strengths and weaknesses of seven FIV and eight FeLV tests that are
commercially available. In this study, 536 serum samples from randomly
selected cats were tested. Those samples reacting FIV-positive in at least one of
the tests were confirmed by Western blot, and those reacting FeLV-positive were
confirmed by virus isolation. In addition, a random selection of samples testing
negative in all test systems was re-tested by Western blot (100 samples) and by
virus isolation (81 samples). Specificity, sensitivity, positive and negative
predictive values of each test and the quality of the results were compared.
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F
eline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) and
feline leukaemia virus (FeLV) are two
common retroviruses in cats that are asso-

ciated with significant morbidity. The most
important sequel of these infections is immuno-
deficiency followed by opportunistic infections,
tumours, and haematological abnormalities,
and clinical signs vary according to these related
diseases. Thus, diagnosing FIV or FeLV infection
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clinically is impossible, and the underlying retro-
virus infection is often overlooked (Barr 1996).
All cats that are presented with clinical signs
should be tested, because some FIV- or FeLV-
positive cats are immunodeficient which may
significantly alter the prognosis and influence
the chosen treatment. In addition, the most effec-
tive method to guard against infection is to
prevent exposure to FIV- and FeLV-infected
cats. Testing to identify infected cats is the main-
stay of preventing transmission of the viruses.
Neither FIV nor FeLV vaccination should be
and AAFP. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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considered a substitute for testing cats (Levy
et al 2001). Therefore, reliable test systems are
crucial.

Recommended screening tests for FIV and
FeLV infection are enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assays (ELISA) or other immunochromato-
graphic tests (Levy et al 2001), which are
available in several formats for use in veterinary
practice or diagnostic laboratories. These tests
detect the presence of antibodies against FIV pro-
teins (usually against the p24 core protein or
gp40 transmembrane protein) and the presence
of soluble antigen of FeLV (usually the p27 core
protein). However, the abilities and limitations
of each test format and the prevalence of the in-
fectious agent in question must be considered
when interpreting test results (Barr 1996).

In recent years, many new in-house tests for
diagnosis of FIV and FeLV infection in veterinary
practice have been introduced to the market. The
question of relative merits of each kit has promp-
ted comparative studies. This study was de-
signed to define the strengths and weaknesses
of 11 commercially available tests and to assess
their sensitivity, specificity, and predictive
values.

Materials and methods

Serum samples

The study was performed at the Department of
Small Animal Medicine, College of Veterinary
Medicine, University of Georgia, Athens, USA.
Serum samples were obtained from 536 ran-
domly selected cats. These cats were examined
and treated for a variety of diseases or tested
routinely before vaccination at the Teaching Hos-
pital of the College of Veterinary Medicine, Uni-
versity of Georgia, Athens, USA. Serum was
separated within 30 min after blood sampling.
Tests were performed either immediately or
serum was frozen at �70�C and thawed directly
before use. According to the manufacturers’
instructions, haemolysis, freezing and thawing
as well as storing (up to 3 days) in the refrigera-
tor do not interfere with the results.

Samples reacting FIV-positive in one or more
of the tests were evaluated by Western blot anal-
ysis; samples reacting FeLV-positive in one or
more of the tests were evaluated by virus isola-
tion. In addition, a random selection of samples
testing negative in all test systems was re-tested
by Western blot (100 samples) and by virus isola-
tion (81 samples).
Test systems evaluated

Eleven commercially available test systems for
the detection of FIV antibodies and/or FeLV sol-
uble antigen were evaluated. Some of these tests
combine detection of FIV antibodies and FeLV
antigen in one test system, others either test for
FIV antibodies or FeLV antigen.

The serum samples were tested for FIV anti-
bodies with seven tests including Snap Combo
Plus (IDEXX, USA), PetChek Plus Anti-FIV
(IDEXX, USA), Duo Speed (Bio Veto Test,
France), Fastest (MegaCor, Germany), Witness
(Synbiotics, USA), Virachek FIV (Synbiotics,
USA), and Mapic FIV (Biotech, USA). For testing
of FeLV antigen, eight tests including Snap
Combo Plus (IDEXX, USA), PetChek FeLV
(IDEXX, USA), Duo Speed (Bio Veto Test,
France), Fastest (MegaCor, Germany), Witness
(Synbiotics, USA), Virachek FeLV (Synbiotics,
USA), Mapic FeLV (Biotech, USA), and One-
Step (EVL, The Netherlands) were used.

PetChek Plus Anti-FIV, Virachek FIV, PetChek
FeLV, and Virachek FeLV are designed for use in
laboratory settings as a high number of samples
can be tested at once. They use microtitre plates,
which make the testing procedure more difficult
and time- and labour-intensive. All the other test
systems are designed for private practice. They
are comparable in costs, requirements in techni-
cal skills, and time consumption, as they are
easy and fast to perform.

Snap Combo Plus, PetChek Plus Anti-FIV, Vir-
achek FIV, PetChek FeLV and Virachek FeLV are
ELISAs and they have to be stored refrigerated
(þ4�C). Virachek FIV, Virachek FeLV, and
PetChek FeLV, contain a synthetic peptide of
the FIV p24 antigen and monoclonal anti-FeLV
p27 antibodies, respectively. Snap Combo Plus
and PetChek Plus Anti-FIV contain FIV p24
and gp40 antigens and monoclonal anti-FeLV
p27 antibodies. The other test systems are based
on an immunochromatographic principle and
kits can be stored at room temperature. They
contain a synthetic peptide equivalent to the
immunodominant peptide of the FIV gp40 trans-
membrane protein and monoclonal anti-FeLV
p27 antibodies.

Confirmation tests

Serum samples reacting FIV-positive in one or
more of the tests as well as 100 negative samples
were confirmed by Western blot as described
by Egberink et al (1991). The blots contained
proteins of purified FIV and envelope protein
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fragments expressed in Escherichia coli (De Ronde
et al 1994). They were regarded as FIV-positive in
Western Blot if two or more bands were detected
(at the region of the TM2, SU3 proteins and/or
the region of the p24 and p15 protein). Serum
samples reacting FeLV-positive in one or more
of the tests as well as 81 negative samples were
assessed for presence of FeLV by virus isolation
as described by Jarrett and Ganiere (1996). All
samples had been stored at �70�C and were
shipped over night on dry ice.

Data analysis

Parameters used to compare the quality of the
tests were the percentage of invalid test results,
eg, missing control band or coloured background;
the percentage of results that were difficult to in-
terpret, eg, weak control band, spots or dirty result
window; the diagnostic sensitivity (the propor-
tion of positive test results in infected animals);
the diagnostic specificity (the proportion of nega-
tive test results in uninfected animals); the
positive predictive value (the probability that
a test-positive animal is infected); and the nega-
tive predictive value (the probability that a test-
negative animal is uninfected). In addition, the
positive predictive values when combining two
FIV and FeLV test systems were calculated.
The evaluation was based on partial verifica-
tion which is a valid and efficient option when
disease events are not prevalent in a population,
and verification of all samples would be too
costly and time-consuming (Greiner 1999). The
test considered as gold standard (Western blot
for FIV positivity and virus isolation for FeLV
positivity) was performed on each sample that
had yielded a positive result in at least one test
system and, in addition, on 100 (Western blot)
and 81 (FeLV virus isolation) negative samples,
respectively. Calculation of the confidence inter-
vals was performed using ‘confidence interval
analysis’ (Altmann et al 2000) based on the
method of Wilson (1927).

Results
The presence of antibodies against FIV was
confirmed by Western blot in 55 of 536 samples
(prevalence 10.3%). FeLV viraemia was con-
firmed by virus isolation in 39 of 528 samples
(prevalence 7.4%). Tables 1 and 2 summarise
the percentages of invalid test results, the per-
centages of results that were difficult to interpret,
the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity, and the
positive and negative predictive values of the
different test kits. The test systems Mapic FIV
and Mapic FeLV were excluded from the
Table 1. Comparison of seven FIV test systems in

Tests Witness Snap Combo
Plus

Fastest Duo Speed Virachek
FIV

PetChek
Plus

Anti-FIV

Mapic FIV

Companies Synbiotics IDEXX MegaCor Bio Veto
Test

Synbiotics IDEXX Biotech

Countries USA USA Germany France USA USA USA

Invalid tests (%) 0.4 1.1 0.6 1.1 0.6 0.2 23.1
Tests difficult

to interpret (%)
0.8 0.6 0.6 0.8 1.5 0 11.1

Sensitivity (%) 94.5 100 96.4 96.3 92.6 94.5 nd
95% CI

(sensitivity)
85.1e98.1 93.1e100 87.7e99.0 87.5e99.0 82.4e97.1 85.1e98.1 nd

Specificity (%) 99.4 99.6 99.2 98.9 99.8 100 nd
95% CI

(specificity)
98.5e99.9 98.5e99.9 97.9e99.7 97.6e99.5 98.8e100 99.2e100 nd

Positive
predictive
value (%)

94.5 94.5 93.0 91.2 98.0 100 nd

Negative
predictive
value (%)

99.4 100 99.6 99.6 99.2 99.4 nd

n 535 535 535 535 535 535 402

CI¼ confidence interval; nd¼ not determined.
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Table 2. Comparison of eight FeLV test systems in

Tests Witness Snap Combo
Plus

Fastest Duo
Speed

Virachek
FeLV

PetChek
FeLV

One-Step
Mapic FeLV

Companies Synbiotics IDEXX MegaCor Bio Veto
Test

Synbiotics IDEXX Biotech EVL

Countries USA USA Germany France USA USA USA Netherlands

Invalid tests (%) 1.3 0.6 0.2 1.9 0.2 0.4 30.4 13.3
Tests difficult

to interpret (%)
13.8 0.4 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.4 7.2 8.4

Sensitivity (%) 92.1 92.3 94.7 94.7 94.9 92.1 nd 96.8
95% CI

(sensitivity)
79.7e97.3 79.7e97.3 82.7e98.5 87.2e98.5 83.1e98.6 79.2e97.3 nd 83.9e100

Specificity (%) 97.5 97.3 98.8 99.2 98.4 99.8 nd 95.4
95% CI

(specificity)
95.7e98.6 95.5e98.4 97.3e99.4 97.9e99.7 96.8e99.2 97.3e99.4 nd 93.2e96.8

Positive
predictive
value (%)

74.5 73.5 85.7 90.0 82.2 85.4 nd 62.0

Negative
predictive
value (%)

99.4 99.4 99.6 99.6 99.6 99.4 nd 99.7

n 528 528 528 528 528 528 378 517

CI¼ confidence interval; nd¼ not determined.
calculations of sensitivity, specificity, positive
and negative predictive values, because of their
high number of invalid tests (23.1% and 30.4%,
respectively) and tests that were difficult to inter-
pret (11.0% and 7.2%, respectively). Tables 3 and
4 show the positive predictive values when com-
bining two FIV and two FeLV test systems,
respectively.

Discussion
Avalid study to assess reliability of diagnostic tests
should fulfil certain criteria (Polzin et al 1999). Test
systems to be evaluated should be compared with
a reference ‘gold standard’. The confirmation test-
ing should be performed blinded by an indepen-
dent person. In addition, samples of the patients
tested should be representative of those in which
the test will be applied in clinical practice.

In this study, Western blot was chosen as the
gold standard for verification of FIV infection.
Western blot is generally accepted as the gold
standard as confirmation test. However, Western
blot analysis has some shortcomings. The re-
quirement for a positive result proposed by
Hosie and Jarrett (1990) is the demonstration of
antibodies against gp120 or against at least three
core proteins, whereas others (Barr et al 1991,
Reid et al 1992) suggest that the presence of
two virus-specific bands is indicative of a positive
reaction. Thus, number and characteristics of the
bands have not been clearly defined.

Virus isolation was chosen as the gold stan-
dard for verification of FeLV infection. There
Table 3. Positive predictive values of a sample that reacts positive in two FIV test systems (positive pre-
dictive value of test combinations)

Witness Snap Combo Plus Fastest Duo Speed Virachek FIV PetChek Plus Anti-FIV

Witness 98.0 98.1 98.1 98.0 100
Snap Combo Plus 98.0 98.0 97.8 100
Fastest 92.9 98.0 100
Duo Speed 98.0 100
Virachek FIV 100
PetChek Plus Anti-FIV

See Table 1 for the manufacturers’ contact information.
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Table 4. Positive predictive values of a sample that reacts positive in two FeLV test systems (positive
predictive value of test combinations)

Witness Snap Combo Plus Fastest Duo Speed Virachek FeLV PetChek FeLV One-Step

Witness 81.4 91.9 94.6 83.3 87.2 93.5
Snap Combo Plus 87.5 92.3 81.8 85.0 90.6
Fastest 94.6 89.7 91.9 96.7
Duo Speed 92.3 92.1 94.0
Virachek FeLV 85.4 90.6
PetChek FeLV 90.3
One-Step

See Table 1 for the manufacturers’ contact information.
are some limitations to this confirmatory test.
Virus isolation detects the presence of replica-
tion-competent virus while the evaluated tests
detect soluble antigen in blood. Presence of
virus, however, is not always consistent with
the presence of soluble antigen. For these reasons,
it could be that some true-positive results were
misinterpreted as false-positive. In addition,
transport and storage of samples can lead to
false-negative results in virus isolation due to de-
struction of the virus (Jarrett et al 1982). In order
to avoid this problem, serum samples were
stored at �70�C and were shipped over night
on dry ice. The decision to choose virus isolation
as the confirmatory test in this study was based
on the fact that there is no generally accepted
gold standard, but in most studies virus isolation
is used and in this way comparison with the re-
sults of older studies was facilitated. In addition,
other tests have limitations, too. For example, the
immunofluorescent assay (IFA) yields a high
number of false-negative and false-positive re-
sults for a number of reasons (Jarrett 1995, Weijer
and Van Herwijnen 1995). PCR to detect FeLV
DNA in blood cells or FeLV RNA in saliva
(Gomes-Keller et al 2006) could be used but
PCR might detect latently infected cats and
thus, it is not an ideal method as a gold standard
for comparison of tests that detect soluble anti-
gens. In a study of Hofmann-Lehmann et al
(2001), a significant proportion of animals (10%)
was negative for p27 antigen and FeLV-positive
by PCR. The goal of the study, however, was the
comparison between all FeLV test systems detect-
ing soluble antigen routinely used in private
practice and by commercial laboratories and
limitations of the confirmation methods can be
applied to all FeLV tests evaluated in this study.

The second requirement mentioned above
(tests performed by an independent person)
was fulfilled. To provide the highest level of
standardisation, tests were always carried out
by the same person, a veterinarian trained by
representatives from the manufacturers. Not all
samples in this study were confirmed with the
reference methods, but all samples that gave
a positive result in one or more of the test sys-
tems. In addition, a high number of negative
samples (100 and 81, respectively) were sub-
jected to the confirmatory tests. This method is
called ‘partial verification’ which is considered
a valid option for test comparisons (Greiner
1999).

The samples tested were representative for the
patients in which the test will be applied in clin-
ical practice as patients were randomly selected,
originating from the ‘normal’ clinic population
(diseased and healthy cats) for which FIV and
FeLV tests were requested. Prevalence of FIV in-
fection in the investigated population was 10.3%,
prevalence of FeLV infection was 7.4%. This is
representative for the cat population presented
to the Veterinary Teaching Hospital of the Uni-
versity of Georgia, Athens, USA. In a recent
study in the United States, 18,038 cats were
tested at 345 veterinary practices and 145 animal
shelters, 446 (2.5%) reacted positive for FIV anti-
bodies and 409 (2.3%) for FeLV antigen (Levy
et al 2006). The difference in prevalence can be
explained by the fact that in the present study
a high number of referred cases to the Teaching
Hospital with unclear diseases were among the
cats tested. Consequently, FIV and FeLV preva-
lence may be higher than the infection rate ex-
pected in private practice depending on the
region and number of stray cats.

For the FIV diagnostic test systems, Mapic FIV
test was unacceptable due to 23.1% invalid tests
and 11.1% tests difficult to interpret. Therefore,
this test was excluded from further evaluation
and cannot be recommended for use in practice.
All other in-clinic tests showed good overall
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performance. They were comparably high in sen-
sitivity and specificity as well as in predictive
values. Although only slightly different from the
other test systems, Duo Speed had a lower sensi-
tivity, positive predictive value, and slightly
lower specificity. Witness showed better results
than Duo Speed and Fastest. Snap Combo Plus
had the overall best results among all FIV test sys-
tems and the best improvement when compared
to the results of Hartmann et al (2001). It not
only showed a much lower number of tests diffi-
cult to interpret, but also had increased sensitivity
and positive predictive value. This may be due to
the fact that an additional antigen was incorpo-
rated in the test between the study published in
2001 and this study. To the authors’ knowledge,
none of the other test systems changed their
product composition. FIV microplate ELISA tests,
Virachek FIV and PetChek Plus Anti-FIV, also
performed very well. They had slightly lower sen-
sitivity than Snap Combo Plus, but specificities
and positive predictive values exceeded results
obtained from Snap Combo Plus.

Comparing general performance of all FeLV
test systems evaluated in this study, all of
them, other than Mapic FeLV, showed acceptable
results. Considering the high number of invalid
test results, Mapic FeLV was completely unac-
ceptable as almost one-third of the results
obtained were invalid and an additional 7.2%
were difficult to interpret. Therefore, this test
was excluded from further evaluation and also
cannot be recommended for use in practice.
One-Step with 13.3% invalid tests and 8.4% tests
difficult to interpret also showed a high number
of unacceptable results. Sensitivity of One-Step,
however, was very high concerning detection of
FeLV. Therefore, One-Step cannot be recommen-
ded as a single test for screening, but could be
used in combination with other tests to increase
positive predictive values. Witness also had
a high number of tests that were difficult to inter-
pret (13.8%). Fastest had a low number of invalid
tests and of tests difficult to interpret. Duo Speed
showed the overall best performance and thus
has to be considered as the best in-house test
for FeLV testing. It had the highest specificity
and the highest positive predictive value. It
also had a low number of tests that were invalid
or difficult to interpret. If the microplate ELISA
tests, Virachek FeLV and PetChek FeLV, were
compared to the in-clinic tests; those tests had
a sensitivity comparable to Duo Speed but
a lower specificity. This explains the lower posi-
tive predictive values.
Combinations of tests were evaluated to find
out whether combining two different tests would
provide higher positive predictive values
(Tables 3 and 4). For the FIV test systems, positive
predictive values of the microplate ELISA tests
were already very high. For the in-clinic tests,
highest positive predictive value of one single
test was 94.5% (Snap Combo Plus and Witness).
A positive predictive value of 98.0% could be
reached when a combination of SNAP Combo
Plus and Witness, Snap Combo Plus and Fastest,
Snap Combo Plus and Duo Speed, and of 98.1%
when Witness and Fastest or Witness and Duo
Speed was used. While the highest positive pre-
dictive value of a single FeLV test was 90.0%
(Duo Speed), a combination of different tests
was able to reach a positive predictive value of
96.7%, if both tests reacted positive. Recommen-
ded test combinations are Duo Speed in combina-
tion with Witness, Duo Speed in combination with
the Fastest, Duo Speed in combination with One-
Step, and Fastest in combination with One-Step.

In conclusion, the following recommendations
can be given. Most in-clinic tests in general are
comparable to the microplate ELISA tests in their
performance and can be recommended for use in
private practice. For FIV testing, Snap Combo
Plus is recommended as the best performing
in-clinic test. The second test to increase the
positive predictive value should be Fastest or
Duo Speed. For FeLV testing, Duo Speed is the
in-house test of choice. It has the highest positive
predictive value. However, a positive result
should be confirmed (especially in a healthy
cat of a low risk environment). For second testing
of a Duo Speed FeLV-positive sample, Witness or
Fastest are recommended.
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